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Abstract

Empowering Healthcare Professionals to Query and
Analyse Patient Cohorts in Clinical Decision Making

Mike Osmand Loydd

Patient records data sources contain large volume of data, which healthcare
professionals would like to explore and analyse for clinical decision making. A task
that, assumably, should effectively and independently be accomplished by a healthcare
professional. However, the lack of inadequate solutions and healthcare professional’s
limited knowledge in information technology cause a cumbersome and
time-consuming workflow, which involves the assistance of different domain experts.
First the healthcare professional contacts the database expert to query the cohorts.
After receiving the needed cohorts, the data analyst creates the required data
visualisations. This workflow runs through on every new hypothesis.

This research project introduces a design concept which empowers healthcare
professionals to independently query patient cohorts and to analyse the cohorts’ data
for hypothesis testing. The introduced design concept uses a visual query approach
with text filtering to build the needed patient cohorts. Furthermore, the design
concept allows the healthcare professionals to compare and analyse any preferred
parameter combinations on various data visualisations.
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1 Introduction 

This research project was conducted as a part of a project initiated by the Uppsala 
University Hospital. The intention of this research project was to explore a design 
concept to visually query and analyse cohorts for clinical decision making 
regardless of the medical field. Cohorts in medical field is a group of patients or a 
set of multiple patient record data, sometimes referred as patient cohorts. The 
research project exclusively concentrated on the user interface component. 

All medical information and encounters of a patient are documented and collected 
in the patient’s medical directory called patient record. In other words, patient 
record represents a patient’s medical history. With the introduction of 
information technology, the healthcare institutions slowly switched from the 
conventional paper-based patient record to the computerised patient record. In a 
hospital’s information technology landscape, the computerised patient record is 
the core of a patient record system, which in turn is usually a part of a hospital 
information system. A patient record system is composed of various components 
to manage, manipulate and analyse patient record data. One of the essential 
component is the patient record data visualisation component (Dick, et al., 1997, 
pp. 55 - 56). 

The patient record data visualisation solutions have enhanced and extended the 
usage of patient record data, which in turn advance healthcare in numerous 
aspects. These advancements led to increased healthcare quality and decreased 
medical errors. However, with the progression of information technology, the 
demands on patient record data visualisation solutions have increased 
accordingly. The contemporary patient record data visualisation solutions in use 
are far from meeting the needs (Jaspers, et al., 2006, pp. 29 - 30). 

In addition to the technical deficiency such as performance, security and data 
source management, there are some major improvements needed on the user 
interface component. The key findings by Rind et al. are the complex querying and 
inefficient exploration possibilities of the underlying data as well as the poor user 
interaction. They argue that a cause might be that many contemporary patient 
record data visualisation solutions sacrifice expressiveness to keep the user 
interface simple and manageable (Rind, et al., 2013, p. 214). Furthermore, the 
solutions also have dissatisfying usability e.g. complicated navigation, information 
overload and no accurate feedbacks. Many healthcare professionals rated the 
solutions as “overengineered” (Zahabi, et al., 2015, pp. 816 - 821). Conceptualising 
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an intuitive and comprehensive information visualisation design to explore and 
analyse patient record data has been a significant challenge (Jaspers, et al., 2006). 

As the study from Rind et al. showcases, there are many studies conducted on 
patient record data visualisation. Most of them facilitate the visualisation of only 
one patient cohort. Nevertheless, there are a handful of research projects that are 
supporting multiple patient cohorts. However, most of them do either not provide 
any or a very limited querying functionality. Therefore, the dataset with the 
cohorts must be prepared beforehand and fed via the input interface into the 
solutions. Additionally, many of those research projects have been devoted to a 
specific medical field. Therefore, they provide a tailored data visualisation for the 
specific medical field. Nevertheless, Rind et al. argues that the challenge yet is to 
conceptualise a design which provides interactive querying and flexible 
exploration to analyse the large and complex dataset of patient records (Rind, et 
al., 2013).  

According to Zhang et al., the contemporary workflow to test a hypothesis in a real 
world clinical environment is tedious and time consuming. The healthcare 
professionals are not able to independently query and perform analysis on patient 
cohorts. They first contact the database expert to query the cohorts from the data 
sources and, thereafter, they request the data analyst to visualise the cohorts in 
the appropriate data visualisations. Zhang et al. argues that the issue is the limited 
IT skills of the healthcare professionals (Zhang, et al., 2015). 

A patient cohort visualisation design with poor interactive information 
visualisation and inadequate data exploration impedes the healthcare 
professionals in clinical decision making from efficiently test their hypothesis. 
Therefore, this research project tried in an exploratory design research to 
iteratively conceptualise and prototype a design concept to query cohorts and to 
analyse the cohorts’ data for clinical decision making regardless of the medical 
field. 
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2 Requirement Elicitation 

According to the Uppsala University Hospital, the available solutions on the market 
do not satisfy their needs. Therefore, the hospital requested the Uppsala 
University to develop a solution for clinical decision making. The solution should 
facilitate healthcare professionals to quickly examine respectively falsify 
hypotheses. These are the received inputs from the hospital for this research 
project: 

 query multiple cohorts without the necessity of logical connectives 

 flexibly analyse any preferred parameter combinations 

 medical field independent 

The contemporary workflow in the real world clinical environment to test a 
hypothesis, as explained in the Introduction section, is tedious, slow and contains 
the involvement of various domain experts. On top of it, every change on the 
hypothesis triggers the workflow to start from the beginning. 

2.1 Research Question 
Considering the workflow described by Zhang et al. (see Introduction section) as 
well as the inputs from the Uppsala University Hospital (see Requirement 
Elicitation section), the research question for this research project has been 
formulated as follow: 

How can an interactive information visualisation be designed to empower 

healthcare professionals to independently query multiple cohorts and 

flexibly analyse the cohorts’ data for clinical decision making? 

Since the research question was exploratory design oriented, this research project 
tried to explore and develop an innovative design concept from a Human-
Computer Interaction point of view. 
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2.2 Problem Areas 
Based on the information described in the Introduction section and on the inputs 
from the Uppsala University Hospital, three fundamental issues have been 
identified, which this research project has tried to resolve. Figure 1 visualises the 
big picture of the designing solution with the three fundamental issues 
emphasized. 

1. The objective of Cohort Query Issue is to resolve the struggle that 
healthcare professionals face when using logical connectives in query 
languages (e.g. SQL) to query complex cohorts from a data source. 

2. The objective of Parameter Overview Issue is to inform the healthcare 
professionals regarding the data visualisation compatible parameters and 
their data missingness. This research project refers to data missingness 
when a value of a parameter (in a cohort) is invalid respectively not 
applicable in a data visualisation such as “N/A” or “Null”. 

3. The objective of Parameter Comparison Issue is to provide a data 
visualisation design which can be used for any composed parameter 
combination independently from the medical field. 

Parameter Overview 
Issue

Cohort Querying
Issue

Parameter Comparison
Issue

Cohort
Selection

Data
AnalysingPatient Records

Database

Parameter 
Selection

 

Figure 1 – the big picture of the designing solution with the emphasize on the three fundamental issues 

2.2.1 Cohort Query Issue 

This issue impedes the healthcare professionals to independently query the 
needed cohorts directly from a data source. According to the inputs from the 
Uppsala University Hospital, healthcare professionals are uncertain regarding the 
correctness of the SQL statement. Particularly, when composing complex SQL 
statement using logical connectives (logical operators) such as “and” and “or”. 
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Therefore, the request was that the solution should evade logical connectives. As 
mentioned in the Introduction section, Zhang et al. also describes that healthcare 
professionals request the database expert to query the cohorts for them (Zhang, 
et al., 2015, p. 290). However, let’s discuss this issue in detail with an example to 
illustrate the reason for the hospital’s request. The healthcare professional would 
like to query the following cohort: 

Show me all 20 and 30 years old patients. 

If this request is converted one-to-one into a SQL statement, it would be translated 
as follow: 

SELECT * FROM Patients 
WHERE AGE = ”20” and AGE = “30” 

This query will certainly return, as a result, an empty dataset, because a patient 
cannot be 20 and 30 years old at the same time. Of course, with a proper 
rephrasing of the natural language sentence the user will be able retrieve the 
needed cohort. 

Show me all patients who are either 20 or 30 years old. 

SELECT * FROM Patients 
WHERE AGE = ”20” or AGE = “30” 

With this query, the user will receive the expected cohort containing patients who 
are either 20 or 30 years old. The difficulties increase with the complexity of the 
query statement. However, the conceptualising design should evade the usage of 
logical connectives. 

2.2.2 Parameter Overview Issue 

This issue is about enabling the healthcare professionals the possibility to select 
the needed parameters to test their hypotheses. There are two problems to 
resolve: 

1. The first problem is that not all available parameters from the dataset can 
be used for data visualisation such as parameter with datatype string. 
Therefore, only parameters with data visualisation compatible datatype 
should be accessible. 
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2. The second problem is that there might be some patients in the queried 
cohorts who have an invalid parameter value. In the worst case, there 
might even be an entire cohort that has an invalid parameter value. 
Without a warning, the healthcare professional might not be aware of this 
circumstance and might select a parameter with solely invalid entries. 
Therefore, the healthcare professional must be informed accordingly 
regarding the data missingness per parameter. 

The design should illustrate all the essential information for parameter selection 
in an easily understandable manner. 

2.2.3 Parameter Comparison Issue 

This issue addresses the emerged problem regarding the suitable data 
visualisation.  

As per request, the data visualisation should applicable regardless of the medical 
field. Additionally, it should be compatible with the freely selected parameter 
combination. Moreover, in some cases, depending on the hypothesis the 
healthcare professionals might need to analyse from different perspectives. 

The challenge in this issue is to design a data visualisation which is compatible with 
the selected parameters as well as provides the flexibility to analyse from various 
perspectives. 

2.3 Scope 
This research project focuses on designing and prototyping of an interactive 
information visualisation to analyse patient cohorts. The main aim was to 
conceptualise a design to resolve the three fundamental issues defined in the 
Problem Areas section. 

The research project was initiated by the Uppsala University Hospital due to a 
need for a solution to analyse patient cohorts for clinical decision making. There is 
no defined nor existing workflow in place at Uppsala University Hospital. 
Therefore, no user stories nor real world scenarios could be defined. However, the 
assumption was that the healthcare professionals would have an initial hypothesis 
in mind when accessing the solution. Nevertheless, the design concept should 
provide a certain level of exploration. In other words, the design concept should 
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be flexible towards changes so that any adjustment on the hypothesis can be 
performed without having to start from the very beginning. 

The field of application is clinical decision making regardless of the medical field. 
Thus, the target user group is healthcare professionals involved in the clinical 
decision making. According to the inputs from the Uppsala University Hospital, the 
healthcare professionals have a limited IT knowledge and are not familiar with any 
query language (e.g. SQL). Apart from this information, not much was known 
about the healthcare professionals’ skill sets. 

As this research’s field of study is Human Computer Interaction, the design as well 
as the prototype focuses only on the design and implementation of the user 
interface component. Therefore, there are no technical prerequisites such as on 
performance or security. The prototype is a pure client-side implementation and 
is not connected to any backend system nor databases. The input data is read 
through a csv file. All test data were synthesized and provided by the Uppsala 
University Hospital. The data scope is primarily on quantifiable patient data. 
Moreover, this research project is only differentiating four different parameter 
datatypes: i) date, ii) numerical, iii) ordinal, iv) string (plain text). 

The prototype is a web application using HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript (ES2016), D3js1, 
Bootstrap 42 and Google Charts3. The source code is partially documented, but 
there are no unit tests nor automated application tests. The source code 
repository URL is https://github.com/MLoydd/PatientCohortAnalysis. 

2.4 Delimitations 
Although this research project was done as a part of a project for the Uppsala 
University Hospital, there has not been any direct contact with the hospital 
throughout the research project. All the requirements and inputs were directly 
received from the supervisor. Furthermore, the supervisor in collaboration with 
the reviewer consulted the project with their expertise. Additionally, they were 
also involved in the testing and evaluation of the prototypes. However, the final 

                                                      
1 https://d3js.org/ 
2 https://getbootstrap.com/ 
3 https://developers.google.com/chart/ 

https://d3js.org/
https://getbootstrap.com/
https://developers.google.com/chart/
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solution has been demoed to a healthcare professional from the Uppsala 
University Hospital. 

A request from the Uppsala University Hospital was to consider a visual approach 
for the cohort query design instead of a pure text based one. Their argumentation 
was that healthcare professional have difficulties with logical connectives in query 
languages such as SQL. 

Evaluations during the iterative design phase were restricted because the test 
datasets were composed with incoherent data columns. Therefore, the prototype 
could not be extensively tested with possible use case scenarios. This drawback 
certainly had an impact on the outcome of the evaluation, consequently, on the 
design concept. 
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3 Literature Review 

Related literatures around information visualisation for patient cohort query and 
analysis for clinical decision making have been reviewed. 

A generally trusted effective visual representation to explore, understand and 
analyse large complex heterogeneous data volume is interactive information 
visualisation. This visual representation facilitates functionalities like filtering, 
zooming, ranking, aggregation and clustering to dynamically rearrange and modify 
the visualised data. These functionalities allow the user to concentrate on the 
relevant data points and to dive into the details on demand (Rind, et al., 2013, pp. 
215 - 216). Interactive information visualisation uses data visualisation such as 
graph, chart and diagram to illustrate the underlying data. Data visualisation is a 
graphical presentation method to compare and analyse data as well as to 
recognise trends and associations. However, as argued by West et al., patient 
record data require innovative data visualisation techniques beyond ordinal 
graphs and charts to analyse and generate meaning out of the vast amount of 
diverse data (West, et al., 2015, pp. 330 - 336). 

As the study from Rind et al. shows, most of the conducted patient cohort 
visualisation research projects concentrate mainly on visualising temporal data of 
a single patient cohort (Rind, et al., 2013). Hence, the generally used data 
visualisation to illustrate those type of data is a timeline based data visualisation, 
which uses the horizontal axis to display the time value (West, et al., 2015, pp. 330 
- 332). According to Roque et al, some research projects do use various data 
visualisation such as scatterplot and linear graph, however, the horizontal axis 
does yet represent the time. On one hand, it is a reasonable choice because 
patient record entries are largely event based, thus, each entry has a timestamp 
(Roque, et al., 2010). On the other hand, the usage of only timeline based data 
visualisation to display temporal data in a graphical chronology restricts the 
possibility to compare other parameters against each other. Furthermore, most of 
the contemporary research projects omit flexible data exploration and follow a 
predefined procedure (Rind, et al., 2013). 

As mentioned in the Introduction section, the current workflow in the real world 
clinical environment, as Zhang et al. describes, involves various domain experts 
and is tedious and drains on the resources. The proposed solution by Zhang et al. 
called Cohort Analysis via Visual Analytics (CAVA) offers a design concept to 
visually query a cohort and analyse its data by using various data visualisations. 
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CAVA uses an interactive visual filtering to refine the cohort without the use of any 
text based query inputs. The visual querying of the cohort is solely based on 
demographic information which is displayed on various data visualisations (see 
Figure 20). The available demographic information to query is age, gender and 
diagnosis distributions. The data visualisation of the three different parameters 
(age, gender and diagnosis distributions) provide a ratio overview of the cohort’s 
data. Moreover, all three data visualisations are interconnected, thus an element’s 
correlation across the three data visualisations can be explored by selecting an 
element on any of the three data visualisations. The details panel shows the 
additional cohort details in text. The history panel lists the performed visual 
analysis tasks for overview and re-visitation. CAVA also offers functions to retrieve 
similar patient from the data sources with Analytics techniques to increase the 
cohort size. A downside of CAVA is that it only allows the querying of one cohort. 
Another downside is that it only enables three querying parameters (age, gender 
and diagnoses distributions). However, the interactive visual filtering approach in 
CAVA is certainly an interesting approach, which works well to query one cohort 
but might get intricate for multiple cohorts (Zhang, et al., 2015). 

Although the CAVA solution from Zhang et al. showcases an interesting design 
concept to visually query and analyse a patient cohort, the solution, however, is 
restricted to one cohort and to three querying parameters. The two essential 
takeaways from Zhang, et al. is the visual cohort query approach as well as the 
providing of various data visualisations to analyse the cohort (Zhang, et al., 2015). 
Another important design feature pointed out by West et al. is that the healthcare 
professionals prefer the single page based application design with functionalities 
to interactively explore the underlying data. Furthermore, West et al. found out 
that healthcare professionals have listed the possibility to view various data in the 
same data visualisation and to drill down into details as a preferred feature (West, 
et al., 2015, p. 334). Although a patient record consists of diverse datatype 
parameters, none of the found research projects on patient cohort visualisation in 
(West, et al., 2015), (Rind, et al., 2013), (Roque, et al., 2010) and (Zhang, et al., 
2015) allows healthcare professionals to freely select and compare different 
parameter combinations. 
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4 Method 

The chosen method for this exploratory design research project is the iterative 
design methodology. 

4.1 Iterative Design 
Iterative design is a preferred methodology to design a user interface, because, as 
Jakob Nielsen describes, not even the best user interface designer can design the 
perfect user interface at the first attempt. The design should be constantly 
enhanced and adapted based on user testing and evaluation. He further argues 
that every change on the user interface should be tested and evaluated with end 
users (Nielsen, 1993). A key aspect of the iterative design methodology is that the 
end users are involved in the evaluation phase from the very early stage onwards 
to ensure that the design meets the end user’s expectation and needs (Stone, et 
al., 2005). However, as this research project explores a new distinctive design 
concept to facilitate the visual querying and analysing of multiple patient cohorts, 
the evaluations have been conducted only with HCI experts. The argumentation 
was to first develop a constructive foundation before involving the end users. 

 
Figure 2 – the three usual phases of an iterative design cycle (Stone, et al., 2005, p. 17) 

A usual iterative design cycle consists of the three phases (see Figure 2), each 
phase builds upon the foregoing one (Stone, et al., 2005, pp. 15 - 20). However, 
this research project’s iterative design cycle included four phases (see Figure 3). 

Design

Protoyping

Testing & 
Evaluation
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An additional phase was added before actual implementation of the prototype. 
The reason for that was to interim check and adjust the enhanced design concept 
before making the changes in the actual prototype. 

 
Figure 3 - the iterative design cycle of this research project with the four phases 

4.1.1 Iteration 1 

The Design & Discussion Phase of the first iteration concentrated on the resolving 
of the Cohort Query Issue. Various ideas for visual querying for multiple cohorts 
were compared and discussed consulting the findings from the Literature Review 
section. The most promising one was wireframed and reviewed before it was 
prototyped as a web application. The actual implemented prototype was tested 
and evaluated from a HCI point of view. The testing of the prototype was done by 
performing some self-generated cases based on the test dataset, as there were no 
use cases provided by the Uppsala University Hospital. The evaluation was purely 
of a qualitative manner as this project is an exploratory design research. 

4.1.2 Iteration 2 

The feedbacks gathered from the previous iteration’s Testing & Evaluation phase 
were discussed and the visual cohort query design accordingly enhanced. The 
updated design concept was first wireframed and reviewed before the changes on 
the prototype has been made. Again, the enhanced prototype implementation 
was tested and evaluated by two Human-Computer Interaction experts from the 
Uppsala University. 

Design & 
Discussion

Wireframing 
& Reviewing

Rapid 
Prototyping

Testing & 
Evaluation
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4.1.3 Iteration 3 

The visual cohort query design has been further improved based on the second 
iteration’s evaluation outcome. Furthermore, the design concept has been 
extended with the two remaining problem areas, Parameter Overview Issue and 
Parameter Comparison Issue. After the reviewing the extended wireframe, the 
prototype was developed. The two HCI experts have tested and evaluated the 
prototype from a HCI point of view. 

4.1.4 Iteration 4 

Based on the previous iteration’s evaluation, the design concept has been further 
enhanced. The improvement has been directly prototyped without wireframing 
and reviewing as there were only small improvements. The prototype has been 
demoed to a healthcare professional from the Uppsala University Hospital to 
collect some inputs from an actual end user. 
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5 Result 

This section presents the final design concept and provides some insight into the 
design process. The comprehensive discussion of the final design concept 
including evaluated alternate approaches are in the Discussion and Conclusion 
section. 

Besides solving the three fundamental issues defined in the Problem Areas section, 
the design concept also tackled the two significant usability issues that, as 
described in the Introduction section, many patient cohort visualisation solutions 
struggle with according to the findings from Zahabi, et al. (Zahabi, et al., 2015, pp. 
816 - 821): 

 complicated navigation 

 information overload 

The information overload issue is indeed one of the challenging factor of user 
interface design, since information hiding is not a solution either. On the contrary, 
information hiding induces the user to actively search around for the required 
information. Moreover, in some cases the information might get ignored by the 
user, as the information is not visible on the first sight (Loranger, 2014). As Weiser 
& Brown emphasizes, the craft is to provide all the necessary information in a 
visually effective perceivable manner without overstressing the user (Weiser & 
Brown, 1996). An approach to resolve the complicated navigation issue, as West 
et al. argues based on discussions with healthcare professionals, is with a single 
page based application design with functionalities to interactively explore the 
underlying data (West, et al., 2015).  

The design was conceptualised with poietic design in mind. Poietic design is a 
formative approach (third generation of design philosophy), which has its 
strengths in information visualisation design. The idea behind poietic design is to 
make interaction with the system more transparent and intuitive as well as to help 
the user to develop a more profound understanding of the artefact. In other 
words, every user interaction and changes are visually represented, thus, the user 
is constantly informed and aware of process flow. Moreover, the user should be 
able to comprehend the association between the user actions and their outcomes. 
The possible user interactions should be easily discoverable (Löfvenberg, 2016). 
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5.1 Final Design Concept 
As there are no scenarios nor use cases provided by the Uppsala University 
Hospital, the user interface was designed based on an assumed workflow: 

 
Figure 4 – assumed workflow for the design concept 

The solution has been designed as a single page application with all the essential 
information presented in a comfortably perceivable manner. Moreover, the user 
interface is aligned according to the workflow. 

Figure 5 showcases the final design concept’s user interface with the 
segmentations outlined. The user interface consists of three segments, each 
segment addresses one fundamental issue (see Problem Areas section). 

 The Visual Cohort Query Segment addresses the Cohort Query Issue 

 The Parameter Overview Segment addresses the Parameter Overview Issue 

 The Data Analysis Segment addresses the Parameter Comparison Issue 

The design layout has been kept simple and clean. All the visual distractions have 
been minimised on the layout outline so that the emphasize is on the data. 
Likewise, the colour usage has been reduced to certain necessity. 

The user interactions are clearly visible and appropriately indicated. Unnecessary 
interactions respectively mouse clicks have been avoided. On all the intractable 
user interface elements, the mouse cursor changes to an appropriate cursor 
property. For example, the mouse cursor changes its property to “pointer” when 
hovered over a selectable element. Although, the user interaction is quite 
straightforward, the healthcare professionals might require some time to get 
familiar to the design concept and to learn the available functionalities. 

The healthcare professional queries 
the needed patient cohorts

The healthcare professional selects 
the necessary parameters to compare

The healthcare professional analyses 
the cohorts’ data
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Figure 5 – final design concept with outlined user interface segmentation 

The three design segments are discussed individually in detail in separate 
subchapters. 

5.1.1 Visual Cohort Query 

The initial inspiration for the developed visual cohort query design was taken from 
the Outflow research project, which uses a Sankey diagram to visualise clinical 
pathways (Rind, et al., 2013, pp. 242 - 244). The Sankey diagram visualisation 
approach was taken and adapted to the project’s needs. The querying workflow 
begins with an implicitly initiated node respectively cohort called “All Patients”. 
From that node, the user queries step by step the needed cohorts by performing 
one query condition at the time. Each node represents a cohort. The nodes length 
illustrates the number of patients in the cohort in proportion to the initial cohort 
“All Patients”. Let’s visualise this visual cohort query design with a simple example.  
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A healthcare professional would like to create a cohort with all male 
patients under 40 years with diagnosis T278 

 
Figure 6 – one way of querying: All male patients under 40 years with diagnosis T278 

A brief description of the query process visualised in Figure 6. 

First, the user queries from the “All Patients” cohort a cohort with only 
male patients labelled as “Male”. After that, the user further narrows 
down the “Male” cohort to a cohort with patients with age below 40 
years. From that age cohort, the user refines to patients with the 
diagnosis T278. 

There is no predefined sequence to perform the query. As Figure 6 and Figure 7 
showcases, the user can query the cohort in any preferred parameter order, the 
result, though, is the same.  

 
Figure 7 – another way of querying: All male patients under 40 years with diagnosis T278 
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This was very basic and simple example. Let’s take a more complex case. 

A healthcare professional would like to have a Cohort 1 with all male 
patients under 40 years with diagnosis T278, a Cohort 2 with all female 
patients above 50 with diagnosis Q294 and a Cohort 3 with all patients 
between 30 and 60 years with diagnosis D851. 

 
Figure 8 – query process of third cohort: All patients between 30 and 60 years with diagnosis D851 

The querying of Cohort 1 and Cohort 2 is straightforward, but the complexity 
increases when querying the Cohort 3. The Figure 8 illustrates the step by step 
querying of the Cohort 3. The red coloured links and nodes represent the 
overlapping data respectively data duplication. 

This cohort query design certainly solves the Logical Connectives Issue with the 
step by step querying approach. The step by step querying is clearly visible in 
Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8. Furthermore, the design offers full transparency 
on the query process by representing each performed query in the visualisation 
including data duplications. The user can visually retrace and reflect to understand 
the cohorts and the query process. As an additional help, the queried cohorts are 
labelled in natural language. However, the vertical writing of the cohort labels 
impairs the readability. Also, the colouring of the cohorts and their links 
(connection between two cohorts) are a disturbing visual noise which do not 
provide any meaning to the user, and is rather confusing than supporting, except 
for the duplication colouring. The visual noise increases with the query statement 
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complexity and the number of cohorts. An implicit rearrangement of the nodes to 
reduce the link overlays could decrease the visual noise, however, the implicit 
rearrangement will force the user to reorient and regain the overview of the 
querying process. The spacing between the parameters and the alignment of the 
cohorts within a parameter provide sufficient visual cues to differ from each other. 

The enhanced design was rotated by 90° to improve the readability and the 
cohorts’ querying has been divided into separate sections to evade the link 
overlays. Moreover, the cohort sectioning prevents data duplication – at least 
within a section. Therefore, the duplication highlighting has been omitted, 
because colouring the duplication without linking them is rather troublesome than 
informative. Hence, all nodes and links are painted with the same colour. The last 
cohort of the cohort section is automatically selected and marked with colour 
blue. The cohort query is “unidirectional without branching”. “Unidirectional” 
means that the querying flow goes only in one direction: top to down. In other 
words, the user can only narrow down the cohort and not expand it. “Without 
branching” means that in a cohort section a cohort cannot be split into two direct 
sub-cohorts. A cohort can only have one direct sub-cohort. This “unidirectional 
without branching” condition keeps the visualisation simple and minimises the 
cognitive load by providing a clear and efficient overview of each cohorts querying 
process. 

 
Figure 9 – final design of visual cohort query segment with the mouse over the middle cohort section’s 
triangle down icon (mouse is not visible on a screenshot taken with the Microsoft Snipping Tool) 

The user has three interaction possibilities, and all of them are visible on the first 
sight (see Figure 9). There is the cross icon for removing cohorts, the triangle right 
icon for copying a cohort and the triangle down icon for refining a cohort. The 
triangle down icon is only attached to the last cohort of the cohort section, but 
any queried cohort can be copied. If the mouse is moved over an interaction 
element, that interaction element gets highlighted (see Figure 9 or Figure 10). 

If the delete icon is clicked, the cohort, obviously, gets removed. However, a 
deletion of a cohort also removes its’ subsequent cohorts, because each cohort is 
closely coupled to its parent cohort and, thus, cannot exist without it. A visual hint 
has been added to inform and make the user aware of this implicit deletion. When 
the mouse hovers over a cross icon, the hint get visible by highlighting all the 
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affected cohorts’ cross icon as shown in Figure 10. If the cohort “All Patients” of a 
cohort section is deleted, the complete cohort section is removed. The occurred 
space is closed by shifting the cohort sections on the right side of the deleted 
cohort section to left. 

 
Figure 10 – final design of visual cohort query segment with the mouse over the middle section’s “All Patients” 
cross icon (mouse is not visible on a screenshot taken with the Microsoft Snipping Tool) 

The cohort copying functionality takes the complete cohort structure up until the 
cohort whose copying icon (triangle right icon) has been clicked and places it into 
a newly added cohort section. With this copying functionality, the user does not 
need to query each cohort from the scratch if a sub-cohort of it already exists. 

On the final design concept, when the user clicks on the triangle down icon, the 
query form appears over the clicked triangle down icon (see Figure 11). The input 
field validations check if the entered parameter exists and if the query results in a 
non-empty cohort. If any of those validations fail, the cohort creation is cancelled 
and the user is notified accordingly. Furthermore, in case of querying a cohort 
which already exists in another cohort section, the user is informed and gets the 
option to either approve or cancel the cohort creation. 

 
Figure 11 – query form in the visual cohort query segment 

As the user might not know all the available parameters by heart, a list has been 
added listing all the available parameters including their datatype. The datatype 
of a parameter is crucial when using operators such as “>” or “<” in the query form. 
Applicable operators for a parameter depend on the parameter’s datatype. 
Certain operators can only be applied for a certain datatype. For example, the 
operators “<” and “>” cannot be used on a string respectively text datatype. Thus, 
the datatypes are included in the parameter list as a hint for the user. Moreover, 
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the datatype labels on the parameter list have a tooltip showing possible 
operators with examples (see Figure 12). If a parameter over the entire dataset 
only contains invalid entries such as “NA” or “Null”, the parameter will not have a 
datatype label on the parameter list (see “vecka” in Figure 12 or Figure 13). 

As mentioned in the Scope section, the research project is differentiating four 
datatypes: i) date, ii) numerical, iii) ordinal, iv) string. As may noticed in Figure 12, 
only those parameters with datatype string have a triangle down icon. When 
reading the data from the csv file, the implementation checks each parameter’s 
values on its compatibility with date and numerical datatype. A parameter gets 
assigned as a datatype string, if its values are not compatible with either date or 
numerical datatype. As per understanding, date and numerical datatype values 
cannot be converted to ordinal datatype. Hence, parameter with datatype string 
can only be converted to ordinal datatype. 

 
Figure 12 – parameter list in visual cohort query segment with mouse over the “journaltablecolumn_id” ‘s 
datatype label “number” (mouse is not visible on a screenshot taken with the Microsoft Snipping Tool) 

The ordinal datatype cannot be detected with an absolute certainty, because the 
ordinal values have a defined sequence which only the user might know. To avoid 
any errors, the user must manually convert the parameter with the ordinal values 
from string datatype to ordinal datatype by clicking on the arrow next to the 
datatype label (see Figure 13). 
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Figure 13 – parameter list in visual cohort query segment with mouse over the triangle down icon next to the 
datatype label “string” (mouse is not visible on a screenshot taken with the Microsoft Snipping Tool) 

After clicking on the arrow icon next to the string datatype label (see Figure 13), a 
modal window opens in which the user can order the ordinal values in any 
preferred sequence with drag and drop (see Figure 14). 

 
Figure 14 – modal window to order ordinal datatype values by using drag and drop 

There are, as per knowledge, two drag and drop approaches to choose from:  

 switching the position of the dragged value with the value on the dropped 
position 

 inserting the dragged value into the new position 

The assumption is that the preference between those two approaches depends 
on the user. Since there was no preference expressed from the Uppsala University 
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Hospital, the easiest implementation approach - switching the position of the 
values - was chosen. 

5.1.2 Parameter Overview 

The purpose of this design segment is to provide a simple overview of all the data 
visualisation compatible parameters and their data missingness (see Parameter 
Overview Issue section). The basic functionality of this segment is to facilitate the 
user to select the parameters which are needed for analysing in the Data Analysis 
Segment. To prevent errors, the parameter overview only shows the data 
visualisation compatible parameters. Data visualisation compatible parameters 
are those parameters with data visualisation compatible datatype. The data 
visualisation compatible datatypes are: date, numerical and ordinal datatype. 

 
Figure 15 – final design of the parameter overview segment with three selected parameters 

The straightforward design to resolve the Parameter Overview Issue is the table 
based approach, because it provides an effective overview over the entries (see 
Figure 15). All the data visualisation compatible parameters are listed in the first 
column. Each selected cohort from the visual Cohort Query Segment occupy a 
column. Every row of a cohort column is populated with a bar figure which 
represents the data missingness of the row’s parameter. A fully blue coloured bar 
means that all the patients in the cohort have a valid data entry for the parameter. 
A partially blue coloured bar, on the other hand, obviously, indicates that the 
cohort contains patients with invalid data entry for the parameter. The length of 
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the blue coloured area correlates with the number of patients within the cohort. 
The idea behind the data missingness visualisation is to make the user aware of 
the parameters’ content for each queried cohort. Invalid data entries are not 
included in the data visualisation, because they cannot be interpreted into a data 
visualisation applicable value. Therefore, if a cohort for a selected parameter only 
contains invalid data entries, the cohort’s content cannot be considered in the 
data visualisation. Consequently, the data missingness information of a cohort per 
parameter is crucial for the user, when selecting the parameters to later analyse 
in the Data Analysis Segment. 

 
Figure 16 – shows the alignment of the cohort sections (from the visual cohort query segment) with the cohort 
columns (from the parameter overview segment) 

The cohort columns are aligned with the queried cohorts from the Visual Cohort 
Query Segment as it can be seen in Figure 16. This alignment approach bypasses 
the need for additional visual connecting elements such as colours or text 
respectively naming, which in turn would increase the cognitive load to link the 
cohort column to the cohort section. In case of a naming linking approach, the user 
would take the cohort section naming and compare it with each cohort column 
naming until the matching cohort column is found – or vice versa. Figure 21 
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showcases an evaluated design using naming and colours to link the cohort 
sections with the cohort columns. 

The user can select multiple parameters from the table by clicking on the 
parameters in the parameter column (see Figure 15). The selected parameters get 
highlighted. When new cohorts are queried in the Cohort Query Segment, the 
Parameter Overview Segment gets automatically updated accordingly - given 
there are already parameters selected. 

5.1.3 Data Analysis 

This design segment handles the Parameter Comparison Issue by facilitating data 
visualisations to compare and analyse the selected parameter combinations from 
the Parameter Overview Segment. 

As the solution should be medical field independent, it was tough to design a 
multivariate data visualisation. Practically, it is a nearly impossible task to collect 
all the necessary information from all the medical fields to conceptualise an 
effective ultimate data visualisation. However, an idea was to provide the essential 
data visualisations, so that the user has the possibility to choose the preferred data 
visualisation. Moreover, the user can compare the selected parameter 
combination in various data visualisations. The current prototype offers two data 
visualisations (boxplot chart and scatterplot chart), which were considered as 
relevant. Boxplot, also known as whisker plot, visualises the minimum and the 
maximum value as well as the median and the quartiles (first quartile and third 
quartile). As Figure 17 shows, the dataset boxes are drawn side-by-side, which 
helps to quickly compare them against each other and to easily identify outliers. 
However, the details of each dataset are hidden. Hence, scatterplot has been 
added to provide a more detailed insight into the datasets. Scatterplot is a 
recognised data visualisation, which offers visual clarity and simplicity to analyse 
the correlation between two variables (see Figure 18). 

Any changes, in the like of adding and removing, made in the Visual Cohort Query 
Segment or Parameter Overview Segment are automatically updated and 
displayed accordingly on the viewing data visualisation. 
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Figure 17 – final design of data analysis segment: boxplot chart with three cohorts 

 
Figure 18 – final design of data analysis segment: scatterplot chart with three cohorts 

The user can freely switch between the provided data visualisations. However, 
some data visualisations have required prerequisites such as scatterplot, which 
requires exactly two parameters for its use. In such cases, the data visualisation is 
still selectable but instead of the data visualisation an appropriate message is 
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displayed (see Figure 19). The same goes for any kind of errors. The alternative 
option with disabling the data visualisation selection does not help the user to 
understand the reason behind the disabling. Moreover, the alternative option 
does not comply with the poietic design. An explanation helps the user not only to 
understand the issue, it further describes the solution to it. 

 
Figure 19 – message on scatterplot chart which is shown if only one parameter is selected 

5.2 Demo Feedback 
As mentioned in the Delimitations section, the research project was conducted 
without any direct engagement with the Uppsala University Hospital. 
Nevertheless, the final solution was demoed to a healthcare professional from the 
Uppsala University Hospital. The demo was performed by Mikael Laaksoharju 
(supervisor of this thesis research project). 

The overall impression of the healthcare professional was that it is a promising 
design concept and that the cohort query procedure would be intelligible for 
practicing healthcare professionals. However, the healthcare professional had 
some improvement suggestions. 

 a functionality to save the performed analysis as well as the queried cohorts 
for later reuse 

A must-have functionality which has been forgotten. Obviously, the save 
button for the cohorts should be placed somewhere in the Visual Cohort 
Query Segment. However, the save button for the analysis cannot be 
placed randomly, because it saves the complete analysis including the 
cohorts. There are some possible places to put the save button for the 
analysis like somewhere at the top or somewhere at the bottom. 
Considering the workflow (top to down), the recommended place would 
be somewhere at the bottom, which might could give the impression that 
the save button is only to save the data visualisation. Consequently, 
regardless of the position, the save button for the cohorts and, more 
importantly, the save button for the analysis require a self-explaining 
naming. Besides the naming, there are more details required from the 
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healthcare professionals e.g. saving location (in the application server 
(“cloud”) itself or locally computer). 

 a possibility to analyse a parameter’s development for patient cohorts over 
a certain period e.g. past few weeks 

This feature might could be solved with a scatterplot. Currently, the 
scatterplot chart is only rendered when exactly two parameters are 
selected. A suggested change would be: 

 If one parameter is selected than the development of the selected 
parameter over a certain period should be rendered. 

 If two parameters are selected than the selected parameters 
should be compared against each other. 

This might be a considerable suggestion, anyhow there are more inputs 
needed from the healthcare professionals to properly design a data 
visualisation for this use case. 

 an additional data visualisation: histogram 

Although, histogram is a simple data visualisation, nevertheless, it might 
cause some interaction design challenges. The histogram data visualisation 
certainly requires more analyse in consultation with the healthcare 
professionals. 

 sorting of the ordinal values: inserting the dragged value in the new 
position 

As described in Visual Cohort Query section, there are two drag and drop 
sorting approaches. Apparently, the preferred sorting approach is the one 
in which the dragged value is inserted in the new position. The current 
prototype uses the other drag and drop sorting approach, due to ease of 
implementation. 

 autocomplete in query form 

The autocomplete functionality would certainly be supportive when typing 
in the parameter and the query condition, particularly with long string 
values. There are JavaScript frameworks available on the web which 
provide out of the box autocomplete implementation. 
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6 Discussion and Conclusion 

As pointed out in the Literature Review section, Zhang et al.’s research project 
CAVA explores a very similar subject as ours. Moreover, it also uses a visual 
approach to query the cohorts. Thus, our solution has been compared to CAVA. 
Thereafter, our solution is critically analysed from a Human-Computer Interaction 
point of view. At last, some possible improvements ideas are discussed in the 
Future Work subsection. 

 
Figure 20 – the demographic view to query the cohort in CAVA: bar chart shows the age ratio; pie chart 
shows the gender ratio; treemap shows the diagnosis distribution (Zhang, et al., 2015, p. 302) 
Copyright © 2014 by the Authors. Reprinted by permission of SAGE Publications, Ltd. 

Both CAVA and our design concept have taken a visual cohort query approach. The 
only difference is that CAVA uses interactive visual filtering and our design concept 
uses text filtering. As described in the Literature Review section, the CAVA’s 
interactive visual filtering provides visual information of the cohort’s data before 
even performing a query (see Figure 20). However, CAVA only facilitates the 
querying of one cohort and limits the querying to three parameters (age, gender 
and diagnoses distributions) (Zhang, et al., 2015). In contrast, our concept design 
supports querying of multiple cohorts and, most importantly, all the parameters 
in the input dataset are available to query. Furthermore, all available parameters 
are listed including their datatype on the side as a hint for the healthcare 
professionals. A similarity between CAVA and our solution is the providing of 
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various data visualisations for analysing the cohorts. However, the difference is 
that our design concept allows the user to freely select the comparing parameter 
combination. 

The visual cohort query with the step by step refining helps the healthcare 
professional to retrace and understand the querying process. Although, our design 
concept allows the healthcare professionals to freely use all the available 
parameters from the input dataset to query the cohort, but the presumption is 
that the healthcare professional is familiar with the parameters and their values. 
The parameters can be viewed on the parameter list, but it might be helpful to 
include a feature to view the values of the parameters. An autocomplete 
functionality, as discussed in the Demo Feedback section, would certainly be 
supportive when filling out the query form - primarily for string datatype values 
with long phrases and parameter with a long naming.  

The Parameter Overview Segment concept, according to the literature review (see 
Literature Review section), has not yet been applied in any patient cohort 
analysing solutions. However, our prototype contains “two” parameter list, the 
purpose of both list might not be obvious to a novice user. The confusing part is 
that the parameter column in the Parameter Overview Segment do not contain all 
the parameters listed in the Visual Cohort Query Segment’s parameter list. The 
reason for that mismatch is explained in the Parameter Overview section. 
However, the solution was designed for expert use but, nevertheless, the 
assumption is that a novice user should be able to quickly master our design 
concept. 

Our design concept has an arguable downside that only one cohort per cohort 
section can be selected, and that the last cohort of the cohort section is 
automatically selected. The option to select multiple cohorts within a cohort 
section has been evaluated during the design iterations. The challenge was to find 
a design to link the selected cohorts in a cohort section from the Visual Cohort 
Query Segment with the cohort columns in the Parameter Overview Segment. An 
evaluated method as shown in Figure 21, was to use colours and naming. The 
naming was used to identify the cohort section and the colours to differentiate the 
selected cohorts within the cohort section. However, this design is rather 
confusing and requires a high cognitive load. Moreover, there is no deciding 
advantage of having the functionality to selected multiple cohorts within a cohort 
section. Considering the drawbacks of the method, the decision was made to omit 
the functionality to select multiple cohorts within a cohort section. 
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Figure 21 – a dropped design which facilitates multiple cohort selection within the same cohort section. the 
design uses colours and text to link the cohort section with the cohort columns 

The user interactions are designed in a way so that they are visually clearly 
recognisable to user. Nevertheless, the parameter selecting on the Parameter 
Overview Segment might not be visually obvious as an interactable element to the 
user. There is no noticeable visual hint on the first sight which would indicate that 
the parameter rows are selectable, or even support multi-selection. However, if 
the healthcare professional hovers the mouse over the parameter rows, the 
mouse cursor changes its property to pointer, which should be an adequate hint 
that the rows are selectable. 

Another interaction design evaluated but dropped was the implicit copying 
functionality without a per se interaction element. In the final design concept, 
there is a dedicated interaction element for the copying functionality. The idea 
was that the triangle down icon copes with copying and narrowing down 
functionalities. For example, if the user was querying from a Cohort XY which 
already had a sub-cohort, the Cohort XY and its preceding cohorts were cloned 
into a new cohort section. Thereafter, the queried cohort was added as a sub-
cohort to cloned Cohort XY. This design would have required only two interaction 
elements, triangle down icon and cross icon (for deleting cohorts). Both icons were 
only visible if the user hovered over the cohort (see Figure 22). However, the 
downside was that the actions of the triangle down icon were not transparent to 
the user as it represented two different functionalities depending on the querying 
situation. Furthermore, from an affordance point of view, the triangle down icon 
did not really represent the copying functionality. Another drawback of that 
approach was that, as Loranger argues, hidden information or functionality might 
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get ignored if they are not visible respectively obvious on the first sight (Loranger, 
2014). 

 
Figure 22 – a visual cohort query design with alternate interactions for querying and copying (the mouse is 
over the middle section’s “all patient” cohort) 

A debatable icon used on the user interface is the icon for changing the datatype 
string to datatype ordinal. The icon is a small triangle down icon next to the 
datatype label (see Figure 13). Although, the icon has a tooltip, the purpose of the 
icon might be not obvious at the first sight. A viable alternative considered is the 
“pencil” icon which commonly is used to indicate editing functionality. However, 
the argumentation for choosing the triangle down icon is that the functionality is 
to change the datatype and not to edit the datatype. The triangle down icon 
should hint to a dropdown functionality. Therefore, in our view, the triangle down 
icon might be the most appropriate representation.  

Equally to the user interaction, the navigation was kept clean and simple. All the 
three design segments (Visual Cohort Query Segment, Parameter Overview 
Segment and Data Analysis Segment) are placed and visible on the same single 
page. There is no redirect to another page. The only modal window, also known 
as dialog or popup window, used was for the sequencing of the ordinal values (see 
Figure 14).  

Due to the arranging of the available information in an effective perceivable 
manner with the proper use of white space, all the necessary information is visible 
and accessible on the same single page without conveying the feeling of 
information overload.  

Nevertheless, there is a piece of information which is not visible on the main page, 
and might only be needed by healthcare professionals who are not familiar with 
the applicable operators per datatype. This piece of information can be found 
when hovered with the mouse over the datatype labels on the parameter list in 
the Visual Cohort Query Segment (see Figure 12). It might be more meaningful to 
display this piece of information in the query form, where it is applied.
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7 Future Work 

Although the prototype was demoed to a healthcare professional, this design 
concept certainly needs a more in-depth evaluation by healthcare professionals, 
preferably from the clinical decision-making division. The feedback from the demo 
is listed and evaluated in the Demo Feedback section. 

Additionally, to the findings from the demo, here are some other improvement 
possibilities, that might be useful, but they require consultation with healthcare 
professionals before being added to the solution. 

 The crucial one is the adding of more essential data visualisations to the 
Data Analysis Segment such as the requested histogram (see Demo 
Feedback section). 

 A helpful functionality would be to see more details behind the data 
missingness bar figure (see Figure 16).  

 Another considerable feature would be to temporally deselect cohorts. 

 A recommendable addition to the save functionality (see discussion in the 
Demo Feedback section), would be an auto-save functionality. On every 
change, the complete analysis including the cohorts and the selected 
parameters are instantly auto-saved. A strong argumentation for the auto-
save functionality would be to have the possibility to recover the analysis 
in case of any unexpected crash caused by internal or external failures. 

 A confusing point on the parameter list in the Visual Cohort Query Segment 
is that the small triangle down icon, to change the datatype to ordinal 
datatype, is only visible on the parameters with datatype string. The reason 
might not be obvious nor self-explaining to the user (see detailed 
explanation in Visual Cohort Query section). Therefore, the parameter list 
should include a proper explanation message to avoid obscurities. 

 A missing functionality is the possibility to exclude patients from a cohort. 
For example, the healthcare professional needs one cohort with patients 
whose age is either between 30-40 or 60-70. This is in the current 
prototype not possible, but could be solved with an operator like “!”. In 
this case of the above example, it would look like as follow: 

 first query: remove the patients with age below 30  !<30 
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 second query: remove patients with age 40-60  !40-60 

 third query: remove patients with age above 70  !>70 

The alternative approach would be to have a cohort merge functionality, 
but the excluding functionality might be the efficient one. 

 The labelling of the cohorts in the Visual Cohort Query Segment could be 
changed into more meaningful naming. 

 A nice-to-have feature would be the possibility to export the analysis e.g. 
PDF or Excel. 
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8 Final Reflection 

The established design concept has taken a different and interesting visual 
approach to query multiple patient cohorts and to analyse the cohorts’ data. This 
research project tried to resolve three challenging issues from a Human Computer 
Interaction point of view (see Problem Areas section). Throughout the research 
project, the aim was predominantly on the design concept itself and not 
particularly on the functionalities and their implementation. 

The most challenging issue out of the three fundamental issues was to 
conceptualise a design to visually query multiple cohorts. It took few iterations to 
design and develop the Visual Cohort Query Segment. The established visual 
cohort query design transparently represents the querying process as well as 
empowers the healthcare professionals with functionalities (query, copy and 
delete) to actively work with the patient cohorts. 

Another interesting challenge was to link the queried cohorts from the Visual 
Cohort Query Segment with the cohort columns from the Parameter Overview 
Segment. As described in the Visual Cohort Query section, alternative approaches 
have been considered but none could provide the efficiency to link the both 
elements with minimum amount of cognitive load as the implemented alignment 
approach. 

Not much time and effort was invested into the design of the Data Analysis 
Segment, because the available test datasets were incoherently composed and 
therefore inadequate to properly design the data visualisations. Moreover, 
necessary information and requirements were missing as well as knowledge 
around clinical decision making. Nevertheless, two data visualisations (Boxplot 
chart and Scatterplot chart – see Figure 18) have been implemented in the 
prototype, merely for evaluation purpose. The involvement of the healthcare 
professionals from a clinical decision-making division are required to properly 
design the Data Analysis Segment. 

Although, the prototype implementation took up a lot of time, it certainly helped 
to properly evaluate the design concept. Moreover, some features, which did not 
come up during the Design & Discussion Phase, were noticed during the Quick 
Prototyping Phase such as validation of the query inputs. The prototype was also 
helpful to instantly assess various visual design enhancement such as border types 
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and colours. Nevertheless, each major change in the design concept caused 
tedious rework tasks on the prototype implementation side. 

Overall, it was a very interesting exploratory design research with challenging 
Human-Computer Interaction issues. The chosen iterative design methodology 
was on one hand time consuming due to the prototyping, but on the other hand 
it certainly helped to constantly improve and to establish a promising design 
concept. Nevertheless, the introduced design concept resolves largely the three 
fundamental issues and, thus answers the research question. The only issue which 
could not be completely resolved was the Parameter Comparison Issue due to the 
lack of knowledge in clinical decision making. However, this research project’s 
outcome is a good foundation for future research in querying multiple cohorts and 
analysing the cohorts’ data, maybe even for other fields outside the healthcare 
sector. 
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